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Preface
CONSCIOUS SOCIETY
Our fitness for survival depends on understanding our nature.
NATURE Human nature was forged by EVOLUTION to make us the best complex decision makers on the planet - our inescapable inheritance.

Making complex choices from multiple options offers massive advantages, but only when it is combined with successful strategies for mitigating the risks of misperception and ineptitude. Humans use groups to offset those risks by combining perceptions of multiple different individuals to reach more accurate perceptions, and by relying in group cohesion to enable wide disparities in aptitude of the individuals. The success of the group and the individual are interdependent and indistinguishable. After many generations of adaptation the population becomes completely dependent on the group for survival, practically and psychologically.

Homo sapiens evolved to make complex choice an advantage, by combining individual specialisation with group
cohesion, to maximise risk mitigation when faced with new and complex challenges in an ever changing world. ❶

We are simultaneously group members and individuals, and both are equally important.

Groups allow us to perceive more accurately, and unique individuals give us, collectively, a wider range of abilities.
Combining the
perceptions of multiple
individuals allows us to
reach a more accurate
assessment of a situation
than any individual on
their own.

SOCIETY’s building blocks
MULTI PERCEPTION

GROUP

LEFT

UNIQUE
INDIVIDUAL

UNCONDITIONAL
SOCIAL SAFETY

COHESION

Each individual motivated by their uniqueness.

REWARD
SOCIAL SAFETY
PAY
HYGIENE

The group is held together with an
unconditional promise of mutual survival.

ECONOMY

Organ
Method

TRADE & COMMERCE
MONEY
❹

SHELTER EDUCATION FOOD HEALTH
LEGAL INFORMATION TRANSPORT

DEMOCRACY

The bottom layers of Maslow’s triangle are
commonly referred to as the “hygiene” layers,
because they relate to basic life sustaining services.

Maslow’s Triangle/Hierarchy of Needs

Decision Making

SUCCESSFUL SOCIETIES with millions of individual members

AUTONOMY

Successful human societies grow larger, allowing them to support greater diversity & specialisation.
Features

SPECIALISATION

Requirements

EDUCATION

TOLERANCE

Increased specialisation requires tolerance & cohesion.

Greater knowledge load requires more education.

TECHNOLOGY

❺

Technology makes cohesion possible.

Sophisticated infrastructure is required to support large groups.

NATURAL DEMOGRAPHICS Results

In large groups: SOCIAL SAFETY becomes
even more important to hold a diverse
and widespread society together.
Social Safety Budget (%GDP)

To maintain cohesion
and allow specialisation
to benefit everyone, a
large society’s safety
services have to include
transport and
communications as well
as education, health &
care, shelter and food.

Service
Shelter
Sustenance
Health & Care
Education
Transport
Information
Legal Services
The most important 7% on the planet!

Unifying System

❼

Welfare
Benefits

Universal
Services

4%
4%
18%
6%
3%
2%
3%
40%

4%
3%
14%
5%
2%
1%
4%
33%

❺

INTER-DEPENDENCY

Individuals become so specialised that
they are dependent on their society.
❻ The freaks and the outliers in a large society are signs of the strength and capacity of
the society to meet a wider range of new problems with a wider range of solutions.

Populations naturally stabilise with 50%+
old/young as health and safety improves.

TAX

MAX TAX

Taxation unifies the individual and the
group, by using some of the output of the
economy to partially fund the safety
services to support the society that
makes the economy possible.
The economy is a child of its society.

Providing universal safety services autonaturally socialises the hygiene portion of labour costs:
Individuals reduce their wage demands by their replacement value of the services. Actual costs of
communal services are lower, reducing the tax burden, and increasing total eco-nomic efficiency.

❽ Maximum tax
burden an economy can
bear before motivation is
eroded: ~40%. UK is at
35%, average of the 10
top tax countries = 43%.
UK social spending now
>32%, and is still
not providing
social safety!

Typical Economy

LARGE GROUPS

Personal
67%

UK Corporate Profits
John Lewis 5%
Rymans 5%
Ladbrokes 7%
Sainsbury's 4%
Commerce
Next plc 18%
33%
JCB 14%
M&S 6%
BP 10%
Boots 3%
Gregg's 6%
Pound land 6%
Warburton 5%
Primark/AB Foods 8%

❾

UK 2014

Corp. Tax: 10% profit x 33% tax =
3% 2%
Sales Tax: 20% VAT/duties =
10% 10%
Income Tax: Top rate <50% = 20%-26% 16%
Property Tax: 500% economy x 1% =
5% 3%
MAXIMUM TAXATION………… 38% - 44% 35%

FUTURE SOCIETY: Universal Social Safety Services
Future societies will provide unconditional, universal social safety services
Economic
The “love pump”
that will support vibrant, diverse and resilient economies; reducing their
Performance
costs, and making the services and the infrastructure necessary to support social economy
their large populations affordable. As a result they will enjoy....
Once a society takes the “leap

quality of life
complex, varied and diverse communities
consume less
unique contributions
resource efficiency
cohesive societies
solve problems peacefully and well
devolved, multi-layer, bottom up
stable populations free, risk taking individuals
highly innovative

socially, financially and environmentally sustainable

of love” to deliver social safety
services unconditionally and
universally, it is availed of two
reinforcing benefits: flexicurity,
which dramatically stimulates
economic performance, and the
socialisation of hygiene
labour costs, which makes
the services affordable.

Safety

Flexicurity

The leap of love

There are two major web sites dedicated to
exploration of the LIFE principles:

CONDITIONAL

Each individual contributes conditionally
according to motivation.

HYGIENE SERVICES

UK blueprint available at uklife.org
International framework at standardsoflife.org

Beyond This Introduction

MOTIVATION ❷

Depends

❸

INFRASTRUCTURE

You might find it useful to have a copy of the
diagram to hand as you read through this book,
so that you can follow along and correlate the
explanations to the various parts of the diagram.

UNIQUE

More unique individuals = broader abilities.

Requires

Individual abilities add to group capacity.

UNCONDITIONAL

INDIVIDUAL

Advantage

RIGHT

DIVERSITY

Greater diversity = better decisions.

Using the Conscious Society diagram as its
framework, this book steps through the diagram
from top to bottom, providing more detail and
explanation than can be fitted on the single
page.

MULTI APTITUDE

Unique differences
between group members
allows the group a wider
range of perceptions &
aptitudes than is possible
in a single individual.

This iBook is intended to provide an introduction
to the principles that we have developed as part
of the LIFE initiative to develop new and better
thinking about sustainable human social
organisation.

Affordability

Socialised
Hygiene

Unconditional
Universal
Services

๏ Standards of LIFE - a non-country specific
detailing of LIFE focussed on the development of generic principles and frameworks

LIFE 2015

๏ UK LIFE - a site dedicated to the exploration of LIFE principles, standards and policies in the
specific context of United Britain at this time.
The web site at ProperChange.org is designed to provide quick access to the main points in
LIFE, along with rebuttals of common errors proposed in contemporary alternatives.
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1
Understanding
Humans

“We have to start with a
clearer understanding of
who we are, if we are to
understand how to
organise ourselves more
sustainably.”
– Andrew Percy

Can we see ourselves?
Understanding who we are requires that we can reach beyond our
personal perception of the world to see ourselves as a species.
Who are humans?
How did we get here?
What makes us tick?
These are the important questions we must be able to answer first,
before we can embark on our journey to find out what works for us.
If we do not understand who we are and what our natural modes
of behaviour are, we will not be able to develop structures that are
aligned with the natural contours of our character.
Understanding who we are is the essential groundwork for the
development of ideas that will suffer the lowest level of unintended
consequence, and which will profit from the highest degrees of
natural, mutual reinforcement.

In this first chapter we will attempt to uncover the most basic
building blocks on which human behaviour is built. By bringing
together the latest research in evolutionary development and
psychology we can form a foundational understanding of what
drives our behaviour, and how different situations will
auto-naturally result in changed behaviour.
Further reading.

If we can banish coercion and moral judgement from the core of
our thinking, and replace those with sound and compassionate
understanding of our inherited natures, we will be on the road to
developing effective new models around which the peoples of the
world can organise themselves.
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Group Orientated, Complex
Decision Makers
Humans are a species that has made two fundamental
commitments to reach where we are today:
๏ group orientation
๏ complex decision making

These commitments
are irreversible.

Both of these commitments are irreversible and must be
accommodated and integrated into any plans for our sustainable
future.
Behaviour is the outcome of decision-making, and it is the
development of decision-making that is the preeminent theme of
evolution. How to behave, and therefore how to make decisions,
has been a driving force in the evolution of humans.

Group Orientation
One of the most fundamental distinctions between different
species is the extent to which they are orientated towards either
individual or group survival. Perhaps even older than gender,
group orientation is a distinction that has run through evolution
from the earliest times.
Often associated with increased safety, group orientation has been
a survival strategy for millions of species for millions of years. It
undoubtedly has a success factor that still makes it a popular
feature of many species alive today.
Humans are self-evidently one of the group orientated species.

Complex Decision-Makers
The most dangerous situations any species faces, and the most
difficult to survive, are new life-threatening situations.
In new and unknown circumstances, species that have not
developed complex decision-making apparatus simply make a
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random choice or make no choice. These “simple” species are
effectively dependent on random luck for their survival in a new
situation – and it is testament to the high bar that random luck sets
that this is a method still used by many species today.

The risks of
developing this
complex biological
infrastructure are
significant.

Another option, and the one taken by all mammals, is to develop
the biological infrastructure to support complex decision-making.
This biological infrastructure mostly manifests in the neural
apparatus of a brain added to a nervous system, and provides the
supporting functions necessary to make complex decision-making
advantageous over dumb luck: memory, calculation, comparison,
projection and learning.
The risks of developing this complex biological infrastructure are
significant, and include continuous access to sustenance and
relatively narrow ranges of environmental thresholds. These risks
add to the burden that complex-decision-making must sustain over
it’s dumb-luck cousin in order to prove advantageous over the long
run.

De-Risking
The mathematical probabilities of making complex choice an
advantage over dumb luck are so fine that the benefit pivots on the
ability to reduce the risks inherent in making complex choices.
The primary risks in complex choice are:
๏ poor situational assessment (misperception)
๏ limited option development (misjudgement/incapacity)
๏ confusion (stupefaction)

Misperception
Misperception is mitigated by developing better sensory
capabilities. This advantage accrues equally to simple
decision-makers, but complex decision-makers can leverage their
investment neural infrastructure to process and correlate larger
quantities of sensory information.
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Misjudgement
Misjudgement is mitigated by developing better cognitive
capabilities. These include: better and longer memory, faster
permutation processing, abstract comparative analysis, and
malleable learning. The result is more options to choose from.

Stupefaction
Specialisation
enhances decisionmaking by reducing
risks and increasing
options.

Stupefaction is mitigated by balancing impulsion and consideration
– often on a spectrum across the population. While impulsivity is
also an ancient adaptation, this acquires extra nuance in a
complex-choice species because it requires the suppression of the
very mechanisms that define its comparative advantage.

Complex Groups
Humans have committed completely to both group orientation and
complex decision-making, and in so doing we have derived a
particular advantage from that combination: specialisation.

Specialisation - a unique advantage
Specialisation is a mechanism to enhance decision-making by
reducing risks and increasing options. It does so by allowing
individuals within a species to develop enhanced capacities in
subsets of the total gamut of capacities that the species needs.
Specialisations in each of the risk areas are advantageous for the
group: perception, capability, and impulsivity.
For instance, to minimise the risks of misperception, individuals
with specialised perception capacities can pool their perceptions to
derive a more accurate and complete picture of a situation than
any individual could on their own.
Similar broadening of the total capabilities and capacities of the
whole group are achieved in each area of risk mitigation and
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decision maximisation through the development of specialisations
in individuals who remain bound to the group.

Safety

Specialisation rests
on an assumption of
group cohesion.

Specialisation is predicated on the existence of a group, and that
the remaining required capacities of the whole species will by
provided by others in the group. To the extent that each specialist
sacrifices other capacities or capabilities in order to develop their
particular specialisation, then those need to be filled by other
members of the group. And the larger the group, the greater the
opportunity for deeper specialisation.
Specialisation can provide very significant advantage, however it is
intricately and inseparably linked to group cohesion. This linkage is
so strong that it is fair to say that specialisation rests on an
assumption of group cohesion.

The Two S’s
Thus “Safety” is revealed as the compulsory corollary of
“Specialisation”.
These are the two S’s at the heart of what it means to be
human.
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2
Two Essentials

Safety & Specialisation

Safety & Specialisation
As we have seen in Chapter 1, understanding the foundational
building blocks of group orientation and complex decision-making
on which the human species has evolved explains why both
safety and specialisation are at the core of what it means to be
human.

An individual cannot
specialise unless
they can be sure that
the group will
provide for any
capacity that the
individual gives up.

How do these two eSSential elements affect the structure of
human societies? What is their significance?

Healthy Co-dependence
It is important to understand just how dependent on each other
these two essentials are.
An individual cannot specialise unless they can be sure that the
group will provide for any capacity that the individual gives up in
order to practice their specialty. Indeed it is essential for the group,
as well as the individual, that all the capabilities required for the
survival of the group are filled by some members of the group.
Specialisation requires a promise of unconditional support from the
group in order to emerge.
The support need only be provided when demanded, but the
promise of availability must be universal and unconditional.

UNCONDITIONAL

UNIQUE
INDIVIDUAL

SOCIAL SAFETY

SPECIALISTS
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Motivation
Turning a specialisation into an advantage requires effort and
dedication.
This requirement for effort is why motivation is the essential
adjunct to specialisation. Appropriately, specialisations are latent
and epigenetic, dependent on circumstances and intention to
emerge and develop into advantages.

Rewards are
required to develop
successful
specialisation.

The motivation that humans are hard-wired to respond to is
recognition by other group members, and that recognition can take
many forms (titles, materials, ranks, laurels) symbolising the value
that the group attributes to the fruits of their specialisation.
The larger and more complex a society becomes, the more that
“money” is used a universal token of this recognition. As a fungible
reward, money has a powerful role to play in recognising
successful specialisations and arbitrating between specialisations
that large groups need more or less of.

A promise of mutual safety is a requirement for specialisation to
arise, but it is insufficient to develop successful specialisation. And
while some individuals may develop their specialty without reward,
even the specialisations we refer to as “callings” still require focus
and practice to develop to their fullest.
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Unconditional Safety
We can see that the group needs to provide assurance to
individuals that their specialisation will not jeopardise their safety,
but why does that safety need to be unconditional? Why can’t the
group only reward successful specialists?

We are certainly not
capable of predetermining which
individuals and
specialisations are
valuable.

Specialisation arises not just in abilities to perform certain tasks,
but also, just as importantly, in abilities to perceive and in
propensities (such as when to deliberate or proceed to action).
Specialisation mitigates the risk of complex decision-making at
every level: perception, solution development, selection, and
impulsion.
Safety must be promised unconditionally because the foundational
value of specialisation is a diversity of capabilities and capacities
in individuals, and the moment when each individual specialisation
will make its contribution is not knowable in advance. Some new
situation may arise at any time in which the specialist abilities of
some member may make the essential contribution to a solution.
It should be evident by the fact that we are only barely capable of
conceiving our larger context, only marginally capable of
perceiving the outline of our greater natures, that we are certainly
not capable of pre-determining which individuals and which
specialisations are of survival or competitive value, now or in the
future, and which are not.
We cannot respect ourselves without respecting our group, and we
cannot respect our group without respecting our species. We lie in
the track of a much greater arc than our small lives, and, resting in
our capacity for higher action, we have no choice but to trust in the
higher capacity of our species. This trust, that there is greater and
more sophisticated balancing at work in the distribution of
attributes across our groups than we can grasp sufficiently to
judge, dictates the essential quality of unconditionality in safety
provision.
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Both
Both communal safety and individual motivation are essential to
any functional model for human society. While each has been the
traditional preserve of the “left” and the “right” of our political
spectrum, we must now come to see that they are both aspects of
a singularity: holistic humanity, the specialist species.

CONSCIOUS SOCIETY
Our fitness for survival depends on understanding our nature.
NATURE Human nature was forged by EVOLUTION to make us the best complex decision makers on the planet - our inescapable inheritance.

Making complex choices from multiple options offers massive advantages, but only when it is combined with successful strategies for mitigating the risks of misperception and ineptitude. Humans use groups to offset those risks by combining perceptions of multiple different individuals to reach more accurate perceptions, and by relying in group cohesion to enable wide disparities in aptitude of the individuals. The success of the group and the individual are interdependent and indistinguishable. After many generations of adaptation the population becomes completely dependent on the group for survival, practically and psychologically.

Homo sapiens evolved to make complex choice an advantage, by combining individual specialisation with group
cohesion, to maximise risk mitigation when faced with new and complex challenges in an ever changing world. ❶

We are simultaneously group members and individuals, and both are equally important.

Groups allow us to perceive more accurately, and unique individuals give us, collectively, a wider range of abilities.

GROUP
Greater diversity = better decisions.

LEFT

INDIVIDUAL
UNIQUE

Advantage

UNIQUE
INDIVIDUAL

UNCONDITIONAL
SOCIAL SAFETY

COHESION

More unique individuals = broader abilities.

MOTIVATION ❷

Requires

Individual abilities add to group capacity.

Each individual motivated by their uniqueness.

REWARD
SOCIAL SAFETY
PAY
HYGIENE

CONDITIONAL

Depends

❸

The group is held together with an
unconditional promise of mutual survival.

Each individual contributes conditionally
according to motivation.

ECONOMY

Organ

HYGIENE SERVICES

Method

TRADE & COMMERCE
MONEY
❹

SHELTER EDUCATION FOOD HEALTH
LEGAL INFORMATION TRANSPORT

DEMOCRACY

The bottom layers of Maslow’s triangle are
commonly referred to as the “hygiene” layers,
because they relate to basic life sustaining services.

RIGHT

DIVERSITY

UNCONDITIONAL

MULTI APTITUDE

Unique differences
between group members
allows the group a wider
range of perceptions &
aptitudes than is possible
in a single individual.

Combining the
perceptions of multiple
individuals allows us to
reach a more accurate
assessment of a situation
than any individual on
their own.

SOCIETY’s building blocks
MULTI PERCEPTION

Maslow’s Triangle/Hierarchy of Needs

Decision Making

SUCCESSFUL SOCIETIES with millions of individual members

AUTONOMY

Successful human societies grow larger, allowing them to support greater diversity & specialisation.

SPECIALISATION

Requirements

EDUCATION

TOLERANCE

Increased specialisation requires tolerance & cohesion.

Greater knowledge load requires more education.

TECHNOLOGY

INFRASTRUCTURE

❺

Technology makes cohesion possible.

Sophisticated infrastructure is required to support large groups.

NATURAL DEMOGRAPHICS Results

Social Safety Budget (%GDP)

To maintain cohesion
and allow specialisation
to benefit everyone, a
large society’s safety
services have to include
transport and
communications as well
as education, health &
care, shelter and food.

Service
Shelter
Sustenance
Health & Care
Education
Transport
Information
Legal Services
The most important 7% on the planet!

❺

INTER-DEPENDENCY

Individuals become so specialised that
they are dependent on their society.

Populations naturally stabilise with 50%+
old/young as health and safety improves.

❻ The freaks and the outliers in a large society are signs of the strength and capacity of

In large groups: SOCIAL SAFETY becomes
even more important to hold a diverse
and widespread society together.

the society to meet a wider range of new problems with a wider range of solutions.

Unifying System

❼

Welfare
Benefits

Universal
Services

4%
4%
18%
6%
3%
2%
3%
40%

4%
3%
14%
5%
2%
1%
4%
33%

TAX

Taxation unifies the individual and the
group, by using some of the output of the
economy to partially fund the safety
services to support the society that
makes the economy possible.
The economy is a child of its society.

Providing universal safety services autonaturally socialises the hygiene portion of labour costs:
Individuals reduce their wage demands by their replacement value of the services. Actual costs of
communal services are lower, reducing the tax burden, and increasing total eco-nomic efficiency.

❽

MAX TAX

Maximum tax
burden an economy can
bear before motivation is
eroded: ~40%. UK is at
35%, average of the 10
top tax countries = 43%.
UK social spending now
>32%, and is still
not providing
social safety!

Typical Economy

LARGE GROUPS

Features

Commerce
33%

Personal
67%

UK Corporate Profits
John Lewis 5%
Rymans 5%
Ladbrokes 7%
Sainsbury's 4%
Next plc 18%
JCB 14%
M&S 6%
BP 10%
Boots 3%
Gregg's 6%
Pound land 6%
Warburton 5%
Primark/AB Foods 8%

❾

UK 2014

Corp. Tax: 10% profit x 33% tax =
3% 2%
Sales Tax: 20% VAT/duties =
10% 10%
Income Tax: Top rate <50% = 20%-26% 16%
Property Tax: 500% economy x 1% =
5% 3%
MAXIMUM TAXATION………… 38% - 44% 35%

FUTURE SOCIETY: Universal Social Safety Services

quality of life
complex, varied and diverse communities
consume less
unique contributions
resource efficiency
cohesive societies
solve problems peacefully and well
devolved, multi-layer, bottom up
stable populations free, risk taking individuals
highly innovative

socially, financially and environmentally sustainable

of love” to deliver social safety
services unconditionally and
universally, it is availed of two
reinforcing benefits: flexicurity,
which dramatically stimulates
economic performance, and the
socialisation of hygiene
labour costs, which makes
the services affordable.

Safety

Flexicurity

The leap of love

UK blueprint available at uklife.org
International framework at standardsoflife.org

Future societies will provide unconditional, universal social safety services
Economic
The “love pump”
that will support vibrant, diverse and resilient economies; reducing their
Performance
costs, and making the services and the infrastructure necessary to support social economy
their large populations affordable. As a result they will enjoy....
Once a society takes the “leap

Affordability

Socialised
Hygiene

Unconditional
Universal
Services

LIFE 2015

While the arising of specialists is dependent on group safety, the
extent to which the group can provide safety is dependent on the
success of its specialists, especially in a competitive situation with
other groups. These two attributes are so intertwined that to make
assertions about supremacy is only a fantasy of our limited
consciousnesses. Both are essential – as our clumsy attempts at
human group organisation in the 20th century demonstrated: pure
communism and pure capitalism each deny the other essential
component.
In the following chapters we will explore the significance, impact
and revelations that outcome from refusing to select one eSSential
over the other. It is a journey of discovery that frees us from the
diktats of our own specialised perceptions, because we are each
individually specialised and therefore limited in our cognition, until
we embrace the validity of our location on a spectrum that is only
functional in its entirety. Once the notion of specialisation has been
ingested it allows the development of holistic conceptions of
sustainable structures because it loosens the significance of our
individual perspective while validating each perspective as part of
the whole.
Deprived of moral judgements, we will consider each element of
human social structure in the light of what we now understand to
be the eSSential elements of human nature. We can ask whether
something is essential to group safety, or whether it intrudes on
individual motivation, and do so without resort to super-natural or
super-intellectual constructs.
No “or”, just “both”. No “should”, just “is”.
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3
Sustainability &
Prosperity

Humans are at the centre of
sustainability and
prosperity.

What do we mean by “sustainability”?

Sustainability and
prosperity are both
human concepts,
and we must focus
on the humans at the
centre of both.

This word, “sustainability”, has become so often used that it has
started to lose its specific meaning.
It is not an environmental or ecological term, because on any scale
that is relevant to us humans our planet and its environment is
infinitely sustainable. It will carry on, with or without us.
Sustainability refers to us, to human society, and to our ability to
survive. Furthermore, we are talking about surviving effects which
we cause, the results of our own actions. Sustainability is a human
problem, and the solutions must have humanity at the centre of
their focus.
It is the modification of human behaviour and decision-making that
is at the centre of sustainability.

What do we mean by “prosperity”?
A good life, a life worth living, is a rich tapestry of connections,
contributions, and rewards. When we think about our “prosperity”
we cannot confine that to satisfaction of our material needs, nor to
the accumulation of rewards. The prosperity we seek is a fluid
mixture of safety, satisfaction, belonging and expression.
A holistic interpretation of prosperity is the goal we have in mind.

This Changes Everything
We have been so successful as a species that we are now
co-determinants of the fate of most of our planet’s species. We
humans are now co-responsible for the state of the environment
that we share with every other living thing on Earth.
The effects of our decisions are expressed in the climate, in the
oceans and rivers, and in the air we all breathe. Our actions
manifest in the environment.
This makes our next decisions, the ones we take in the next few
years, exponentially more significant than those we took a few
centuries ago.
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Symptom V Cause
Climate instability is a symptom of our decisions and actions,
bleached coral is a result of our decisions and actions, polluted air
is an output of our indecisions and inactions. Sustainability is
about humans, not the environment.

Environmental
degradation is our
common failure to
solve the equation
that will deliver
prosperity to large
human societies.

The cause of the environmental degradation is our common failure
to solve the equation that will deliver prosperity to large scale
human societies, and without shifting the planet’s climate so much
that is becomes unsustainable for our species. It’s not our fault, as
no species has ever had to solve this problem before. But it is our
responsibility now.
Developing, enacting, practicing, and maintaining structures and
processes that will deliver prosperity on a global scale to humanity
is the ultimate task before us.
We know that safe human societies generate prosperity, consume
less material stuff, and settle at reasonable population levels. It is
our deepest evolutionary nature to decide and act sensibly,
rationally and sustainably, once our safety is assured.
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The Sustainability Stack
Getting to global sustainability is as simple as assuring the
personal safety of the vast majority of humans.
While that statement is obviously a dramatic simplification, it
reflects the fact that bringing out the best in humans results from
building structures that leverage our evolutionarily inherited biases.

Satisfaction of
certain pre-requisites
enables the
expression of higher
functions.

The “sustainability stack” is a simplified
model for understanding that the
satisfaction of certain pre-requisites
enables the expression of higher level
functions within our behavioural scaffold.
First, starting from the base of the stack,
we must allow enable our best
decision-making. That allows for conflict
resolution, creating the foundational peace
necessary for security. Once peace is
established, each individual’s personal
safety must be assured to allow the
flourishing of specialisation.
A society with personal safety and flourishing specialisation meets
the inherited evolutionary expectations at the core of human
character, resulting in richer lives lived in a richer society. That
“fun” meets the human needs that otherwise drive us to
hyper-consumption in a vain attempt to replace the proper
satisfaction of our expectations, allowing a “steady state” material
economy to deliver prosperity.
And prosperous, safe human societies autonaturally settle in
demographies with little or no population growth.
This pathway to sustainable prosperity is founded on, and a
testament to, the value of understanding our nature first.
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Democracy
What constitutes “safety” is specific to the place, people, and time.
To determine what constitutes appropriate basic safety in a
specific society, we must liberate the natural decision-making
processes that we have inherited through our evolution.

Call it “democracy” if
you like, or don’t.
But the process
must engage the
highest functions of
our evolutionary
inheritance.

When our decision-making structures allow our evolutionary
advantages to shine, we will make decisions that result in
sustainability.
Democracy is a Western word and carries connotations of specific
forms and methods of decision-making, but if we distill it down to
the bare essentials we mean:

decision-making aligned with our evolutionary inheritance.

Multi-Perspective & Multi-Aptitude
The key advantage we have gained from our evolutionary
inheritance is the ability to make more effective decisions as a
group than we can as individuals.
๏ By bringing the many and various perspectives of a diverse
and specialised population to bear on a particular issue, we
gain a much more accurate and complete understanding of
the problem at hand.
๏ By engaging all of the many and varied specialities present in
our populations, we develop broader and more innovative
solutions to a particular problem.
๏ And finally, by engaging the panoply of perspectives again to
select from the many solutions developed by our specialists,
we make more appropriate selections of actions to pursue.
Those are the descriptors of the decision-making that must be at
the foundation of our sustainable futures. Call it “democracy” if you
like, or don’t. But the process must engage the highest functions of
our evolutionary inheritance.
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Social Safety & Economy
In the same way that we can see that specialisation fruits on the
bed of group cohesion, we can extrapolate that sustainable
economic performance flourishes in the context of social safety.

The economy is a
child of the society
that hosts it.

As noted in the next chapter, Scaling Up & Powering Down, the
larger our group, the more comprehensive the definition of social
safety must become. But what is always essential is that we
recognise our economy as a child of our society, and that it owes
its very existence, let alone its success, to the quality of the society
within which it operates.
As we will see in EcoFiscal, our ability to reach both prosperity and
sustainability rests on our assimilation of this relationship.
Framed in this way, as a parent-child relationship, we can start to
distinguish the foundation from the superstructure, and ensure that
we assign appropriate significance to the essential foundation on
which an economy that will deliver sustainable prosperity is built.
In order to allow specialisation to flourish we must first provide the
social safety on which it grows. As a precursor for specialisation,
social safety has a character that distinguishes it from purely
economic activity. Social safety must exist before economic
activity, cooperation is the progenitor of commerce. In
pre-prosperous human societies the provision of social safety
consumed the vast majority of all activity performed, limiting the
development of specialisations to only those that contributed to the
provision of social safety. Commerce only arises when there is
time and energy superfluous to social provision.

The Hygiene Economy
In our modern, prosperous societies the distinction between social
and economic activity gets blurred. Reasserting the distinction is
key to the development of a structure that will deliver sustainable
prosperity, although this is largely an intellectual endeavour
because social activity still comprises the majority of all activity.
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The provision of social safety is not, and never has been, a
commercial transaction. It is not a “trade” in the moment in which it
happens, it is unconditional. Essentially it is a fulfilment of a
promise. It is provided in the eventual expectation that each
individual will make their own contribution to the group, but it is not
dependent on the manifestation of that contribution.

It is an oxymoron to
say that
unconditional social
safety can be
purchased.

Money is a means of exchange, it is part of the commercial
economy and it facilitates the distribution of motivation amongst
specialists. It is an oxymoron to say that unconditional social
safety can be purchased – that would be to presuppose the
existence of value, and introduces conditionality.

The vast majority of social safety service is, and always has been,
delivered unconditionally and freely. Most of this takes the form of
kin support, with parents raising their children and children caring
for their parents later in life. This activity is “hygiene” activity, and it
is essential to the functioning of every human society. (It takes
place outside the monetary economy, and attempts to include it in
the conditional, commercial economy by valuing it in monetary
terms inevitably miscalculate as they grind onto the rocks of false
association.)
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Modern Social Safety

Humans will trade
some of their
specialist value for
safety.

What makes our modern, large-scale human societies different
from our pre-prosperous ancestors is the deeper development of
specialisation, accompanied by greater
freedom of movement and the
weakening of kin ties. These
differences transfer responsibility for
social safety provision from kin to the
group in direct correlation with the
extent and depth of specialisation.
Becoming more prosperous (i.e. developing deeper specialisation)
does not change the essential requirement of social safety, nor
does it transform it into activity that can be delivered using
commercial methods and tools. Social safety provision remains a
hygiene activity, because it is a baked into the bedrock of our
evolutionary development as a non-negotiable component of our
existence, and, importantly, any value generated is ephemeral and
consumed instantly, leaving no monetary wealth post transaction.
Basic social safety will never be, and never has been, a wealth
creating activity. And in this fact lies the key to understanding both
the flaw in contemporary welfare programs, and the answer to the
affordability conundrum at the heart of the search for prosperous
sustainability: Humans will trade some of their
commercial/specialist value for safety. We will all accept slightly
less reward remuneration in return for a believable promise of
safety, and we do this effortlessly and unconsciously because it is
inherent to our evolutionary inheritance.
A society that deliberately, consciously and believably delivers
unconditional social safety benefits from an overall reduction
in commercial labour rates. This reduces the cost of the
social safety services, and overall cost in the commercial
economy.
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4
Scaling Up & Powering
Down

Large human societies have
elevated infrastructure
requirements, and need to
maximise our strengths and
minimise our weaknesses.

Large Societies
It makes perfect sense for humans to form larger and ever larger
groups. It fits with our evolutionary inheritance, because it allows
for greater and finer specialisation. The enhanced specialisation
improves our capacity for better decision-making, and allows us to
develop a wider range of more innovative solutions to a wider
array of problems.

Larger human
societies require
greater
specialisation, as
well as enabling it.

Larger human groups (societies) require greater specialisation, as
well as enabling it. The infrastructure needed to support millions of
humans living together in connected, healthy, and peaceful
societies is complex and elaborate. The burden of building and
supporting this infrastructure over many generations places
additional requirements on the society to provide the
complimentary social infrastructure that is essential to maintaining
the material infrastructure.
This symbiotic balancing act between enabling and needing is the
essential character at the heart of “culture”. How to balance the
priorities of seed and plant, of earth and water, nature and nurture,
in such a way as to continue enabling the development of our
evolutionary inheritance, and at the same time provide the
foundation on which that same inheritance depends.
But we must never forget that even the largest society is
composed of individual humans operating on biological firmware
developed over hundreds of thousands of years. Because only by
creating and maintaining social spaces that honour and activate
our evolutionary nature can we limit corruption, maintain peace,
and benefit from group cohesion.

Social Infrastructure
Small groups can get away with providing social safety that is
largely focussed on the individual: shelter, sustenance and care.
Large groups need to expand the definition of social safety in order
to support the infrastructure needed for the group.
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Societies have much more advanced physical infrastructure
requirements than small groups, including sanitation, housing,
transport and energy distribution.
These infrastructures in turn require highly specialised individuals
to build and manage them, such as architects, engineers and
scientists.
Interactive 4.1 Physical infrastructure for large societies

Physical
infrastructure
depends on social
infrastructure.

18,000,000 humans
400,000,000 gallons

14 days of food
20,000 miles of roads

Those specialists in turn depend on a social infrastructure of
education, technology and administration. These allow knowledge
to be transferred across time and individuals, and provide structure
for the interaction of specialisations.
Without social infrastructure a society cannot survive, because it
would not enable the continual emergence of the specialists that
are needed to maintain the physical infrastructure on which the
society depends for it physical safety.
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Expanded Definition of Social Safety
For large societies social safety becomes a matter of the survival
of the whole group, not just the individuals in it. Without
education, training, communications and administration a society
quickly becomes non-functional, and so the provision of these
basic services becomes a matter of the safety of the whole
society.

Keeping power as
low down our social
structures as
possible is the
essential
complement to
scaling up our
societies to take
advantage of
specialisation.

In a large society the definition of the content of “social safety”
has to be expanded to include the need to maintain the
specialisations on which the whole group depends.
So, beyond sustenance and shelter, it is necessary to add:
๏ Transport
๏ Education
๏ Healthcare
๏ Care of the aged
๏ Communications and access to information
๏ Legal services
๏ Democratic infrastructure
๏ Government administration

Still, these services have be delivered to and by individuals, and
that means that social safety services are best described in terms
of individual safety, even when we all depend on them. The safety
of a society is the sum of the safety of its members.

Local Humans
At the same time that we acknowledge the greater scale of our
societies we must also acknowledge that evolution, especially
physical-biological evolution, moves a tad slower than our
societies have grown in size.
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Humans are operating on basically the same biological
infrastructure that we inherited when our societies were much,
much smaller. We rely on inter-personal signalling to arbitrate the
expression and suppression of various traits and manners that are
essential to the well functioning of our groups. We are all subject to
constraints of our compassion and empathy related to group size,
and that size is pretty small: ~ 50.

Not local or central –
BOTH !

Controlling corruption and criminality, as well as soliciting the best
of our natures and limiting compulsion, requires that as much
social decision-making as possible is taken at the most local level
possible. In order to achieve sustainable social structures we must
honour and enable our innate social natures, in all their complex
and sophisticated functions. That means taking decisions in
groups with sizes as close to our evolutionary norm as much and
as often as possible.

BOTH Up AND Down
Achieving sustainable human social structures, that operate
successfully within large societies, requires that we lose our duality
of power, as much as it requires that we drop our duality of politics.
Decisions shouldn’t be take centrally
OR locally, any more than social is
more important than individual. The
answer in both cases is: BOTH AND.
A multi-layered construct, that allows
decision-making to be located
optimally, is necessary. A structure that
allows decisions to be taken locally in
small community groups, or regionally,
or nationally, or globally, is needed to
maximise our human capacity for
effective decision-making.
Taking as its founding premise that every decision that can best be
taken locally is taken locally, and allowing each layer to promote
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decisions up to a larger social group when they see fit, is the basis
for the decision-making structure we need.
Every individual is simultaneously a member of each of the
containing layers of democracy emanating from their community to
the world. Every individual participates directly in the democratic
process of every layer (i.e. directly elects representatives for each
layer).

Single, transferable
votes
for proportional
multi-member
assemblies.

The structure that allows this is: proportional voting for
multi-member assemblies in concentric constituencies.
Ever mindful to constrain the debating and decision-making
assemblies of each constituency to fit within a size that enables
empathic connection between the humans so assembling, using
different ratios of voters to representatives as the constituencies
increase in size provides the mechanism to constrain assembly
size.
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5
EcoFiscal

Balancing the books when
both Nature and Humans
have accounts.

20th Century Fantasy
Exceptional demographics and low cost resource exploitation in
the middle of the 20th Century gave birth to a fantasy: that the
social safety needs of a society could be paid for using money
generated from taxes on the wealth/commercial economy.

We will never deliver
universal social
safety without
activating the innate
human instinct for
mutual support.

But when the true costs of
exploiting Nature’s resources are
taken into account, and the
demographic profile of a society
settles closer to its long-term
peaceful level, those books don’t
balance any more.
Of course it possible to have a prosperous society and a
sustainable economy, but the 20th C didn’t show us how to do that.
Recognising that failure is the first step to building a new
sustainable model.

The Books Can Balance
Q: How can we pay for mitigating the effects of exploiting Nature’s
resources, and pay for providing social safety in a society with
advanced demographics (a majority of people too old or too
young to be economically productive), and do so from a
reasonable tax burden that does not diminish the motivation
needed for a prosperous economy?
A: By delivering social safety universally and unconditionally, which
reduces the cost of providing that social safety, and enlivens the
economy by liberating every contribution.
Our evolutionary natures are triggered when we are promised
social safety. We automatically relax our flight-fight-fear antennae,
and move from assessing value in terms of survival, to assessing
value in terms of its contribution. When we feel unsafe we are
always in “survival mode” and, quite naturally, we can never get
enough survival, so we hyper-consume.
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Sustainable budgeting for social safety depends on activating our
contributory mode instead of our survival mode.

Max Tax
There is a maximum burden that the productive, wealth-creating
portion of human activity can sustain before it buckles under the
strain and develops inefficiencies and corruptions.

Without exploiting
Nature or other
societies, we can
only tax our
economies 40%.

The basic constraint on tax is the limitation of motivation. If taxes
are so high that they constrain motivation, then specialisation will
fail to flourish and the society will fail to develop the necessary
capacities to meet new challenges, especially in competition with
other societies.
Not unsurprisingly, a natural upper boundary on this is half - when
more than half of a reward to taxed there is a severe degradation
in its motivating capacity.
In practice, the maximum tax burden is ~40%. How do we know?
Because we can study the different models in practice around the
world today. The only peaceful and prosperous societies raising
more than 40% in tax are exploiting either Nature, or other
societies through unbalanced trade.
• Top 10 Highest Tax Countries (includes all the Scandavian):
average 45%
• Top 50 Highest Tax Countries: average 37%
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Social Costs
Next we need to establish the cost of providing a promise of basic
social safety. This is always going to be a very locally variable
matter, as both the content (what is considered necessary to be
included in the definition) and the costs (of providing even
universally included items) are going to vary enormously across
the planet.

We will never deliver
universal social
safety without
activating the innate
human instinct for
mutual support to
carry some of that
burden.

We have got some very good numbers for the UK, so we can use
those as a test case for a modern, economically developed
society. Using a combination of actual expenditures (for things like
free national healthcare, which is already provided in the UK) and
very detailed research on the costs of living (JRF with
Loughborough University, Minimum Income Standards) we can
assess the cost of basic social safety provision.
Adjusting for minority uptake of certain services such as housing
and food, along with almost universal uptake of services like
education, healthcare, information and transport, these numbers
allow us to compare different methods of safety delivery: extending
current welfare, and providing safety as a set of services.

Cash welfare - the unaffordable option
If social safety is provided as a cash benefit (i.e. the services are
purchased in the context of current market economy) then it would
cost 40% of GDP to ensure universal access to the basics of life:
housing, food, health & care, education, transport, information and
legal services.
That means that just providing social safety would consume all of
the tax revenues available, leaving nothing for other essential
aspects of government, such as infrastructure, defence, research,
and administration.
This conundrum is currently forcing advanced societies to choose
between insufficient support and debt.
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Universal Services - the only affordable
option

You can’t put a
service in the mail.

If, instead, social security is
provided as a set of
Social Safety Budget (%GDP)
services, free to access at
Cash
Universal
Service
Benefits
Services
the point of need by
4%
4%
Shelter
everyone (if they want
4%
3%
Sustenance
them), the costs of
18%
14%
Health & Care
providing the same social
6%
5%
Education
safety comes down to
Transport
3%
2%
Information
2%
1%
33% of GDP - leaving 7%
3%
4%
Legal Services
GDP to cover other
40%
33%
essential government
costs.
The reasons the cost comes down are twofold, each contributing
about the same to overall cost reduction:
1. Labour rates, especially for unskilled labour, fall as
individual’s reduce their wage demands because they know
that their own and their kin’s safety is assured – some of the
subsistence portion of labour price is unconsciously replaced
by the safety provided by the services, as people trade cash
for safety.
And because the safety costs less to provide than the cash
value of the discount attributed it it, there is an overall saving
in monetary terms.
This reduced labour cost feeds back into the cost of proving
the safety services themselves (which have a high labour
content), reducing costs in a virtuous cycle.
2. Services have to be delivered locally, because you can’t put a
service in the mail like you can a cheque. That local delivery
results in more efficient provision and use of the safety
services.
For details of the UK budgeting that these numbers are based on check out
this webpage.
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Because the two factors that result in reduced cost in the above
example are not specific to the UK, we can readily assume that
they will also apply in other societies.
If labour rates are already below subsistence then that saving will
already be present.
Local delivery efficiency is always effective.

Examples
Accepting hygiene
safety in return for
hygiene effort
requires no
legislation.

๏ Someone living with no rent works for a lower rate than they
would if they were living independently, but the cost of
providing the living space is less than the reduced cash value
received in wages.
๏ A free bus pass has a higher value to the individual than it
costs to provide the service.
๏ The promise of safety encourages more entrepreneurship
because the basic safety of self and kin does need to be
factored into the risk equation.
๏ Reduced cost of living makes repairing and other
micro-economic services appropriately priced against
replacement, promoting a circular resource economy.
๏ If basic life supporting services are available for free, I can
work for compensation that is purely reward.
• If the work is the reward for me, then I can work for free
without being exploited or exploiting a personal privilege.
Unconsciously, in every transaction, the safety that is provided
discounts compensation demands. This lowers the monetary cost
of labour, reducing the portion of cost that must be raised in
monetary taxes and shifting those costs to mutual social
exchange. Our evolutionary inherited behaviour of accepting
hygiene safety in return for hygiene effort requires no legislation,
and no coercion. It autonaturally socialises the cost of basic
labour, removing that cost from the monetary economy.
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The most important 7% in
the world

A society where debt
is only used for
investment.

The savings only amount to 7% of GDP, or about 17.5% of the
social safety budget, but that is an incredibly important saving. It
allows a society to provide complete, universal, unconditional
social safety and still have room within a reasonable tax to afford
the other essential government functions. It means running a
society where debt is only used for investment, not expenses. And
that means being prosperous without depending on
never-ending growth on a finite planet.
The results of analysing the effects on the UK show how natural,
inherited behaviour reduces the burden on a society of providing
unconditional safety. When we account for people’s innate
expectations, we find that the holy grail of how to deliver social
safety affordably, and without deteriorating the prosperity of the
society’s economy, is revealed: unconditional services, delivered
free at the point of demand.

Social Safety Budget (%GDP)
Service
Shelter
Sustenance
Health & Care
Education
Transport
Information
Legal Services

Cash
Benefits

Universal
Services

4%
4%
18%

4%
3%
14%

6%

5%

3%

2%

2%
3%

1%
4%

40%

33%
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6
The Love Pump

Our prosperous and
sustainable future societies
will run on a love pump
model of mutually
reinforcing benefits enabled
by the initial “leap of love”.

The Leap of Love
In addition to the allure of its literary alliteration, the “leap of love” describes the critical first
step that activates behaviours and activities that spring naturally from our evolutionary
inheritance to manifest sustainably prosperous human societies.
Building on the validity of our analysis of what it is to be human, we can dispense with the
siren voices of distrust in our species and make the commitment to universal safety,
because it is natural rather than because it conforms with some value judgement about
moral correctness.
The evidence for the naturalness of making this leap of love, of trust in each other, is the
panoply of reinforcing benefits that stem from this simple decision.
๏ Every individual is freed to develop their specialised contribution,
• consequently economic breadth and depth is increased, generating greater
prosperity.
๏ The cost of providing the social safety that we all understand to be essential for
modern, large-scale society is reduced,
• making the safety provided affordable from a reasonable tax on the monetary
economy without reducing motivation or encouraging corruption.
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Misjudgement
An inherent risk in decision-making.

Either being unable to develop suitable solutions to a problem, or developi
solutions that simply will not work.

Typically caused by insuﬃciently developed specialist capacity within a gro
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Misperception
An inherent risk in decision-making.

Not perceiving a situation accurately is a foundational risk for any decision
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Motivation
Motivation is the essential adjunct to specialisation.
A promise of mutual safety is a requirement for specialisation to arise, but
insuﬃcient to develop successful specialisation.

Each individual must have access to rewards, commensurate with the valu
group attributes to the fruits of their specialisation.
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Specialisation

The unique advantage that stems from the combination of complex decision
and cohesive groups.

The evolutionary success factors of the species can be exaggerated by indi
the group developing accentuated capacities in subsets of the total gamut o
required by the group/species.

This allows the total capacities of the group, taken as a whole, to be expand
beyond what it is possible to have in any individual. This gives the group sp
competitive advantage over solitary species.

In pre-prosperous human societies specialisation allows the social safety ne
group to be better met. In a prosperous society specialisation enables the ra
acceleration of group size and expanded commercial capabilities.

Specialisations in each of the risk areas are advantageous for the group: pe
capability, and impulsivity.
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Spectrum distribution

The distribution of a capacity, propensity across a population in varying int
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Stupefaction
An inherent risk in decision-making.
Not making a decision when a situation demands action.
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